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Is court ruline fair?
By AUDREY L. WILLIAMS
Chronicle Staff Writer

The Chronicle polled citizen* and asked their opinion of the recentSupreme Court 'Mast hired, first fired," ruling that will make
it lawful for companies to layoff or fire employees who have the ~
least amount of seniority, regardless of qualifications or color.
Pamela Reid, housewife: "It's fair. Seniority should count.

Maybe it is knocking black people out of jobs, but I think it's
fair."

Kristy Setters, high school student: "I don't think it's fair, but
then again it is. But now it's law and you can't change that."

Brenjlu Granderson, information specialist: "In a sense I think
it's fair. Now if you've been on a job 10 or 15 years and somebody
else has been there 6 months, it's fair. Really I guess it depends on
how the company handles it. Reynolds handled their layoff situationvery poorly, even though those employees were the last hired."
Michael Richardson, press worker: "if a person is better capable

of doing a job than the person that's been there the longest, then
the best man should stay."

flora Jordan, account analyst: "If your qualifications have met
what they want, that's who should stay. 1 think there are many
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two losses. The employer may lose a qualified worker and the
employee is out of a job."

J.A. Flovd Sr., carpentry supervisor: "I worked at R.J.
Reynolds twenty-four and a half years as a supervisor and I got
fired, because I was hiring black people. You hire black people and
you'll get fired."

Michael Rav, security guard: "Quite naturally blacks are the last
hired. I think it will be unfair to ethnic groups because as a whole
their just coming into the good jobs that white folks have had all
along."

Bernard Lyons, resturaunt manager: "1 think that it's correct to
be fired in the order you were hired. It's fair."

Better Living

Freeze foods for summer
By JOANNE FALLS
Home Economics Extension Agent calones Per serving, and they are

ready to go from oven to table.
During summer months, it is

always wise to keep some time Seafood Dinners
saving frozen meals on hand to
use in tim£ pinching situations Green Giant Stir Fry Shrimp
and when guests arrive unex- Fried Rice

. ..-mw .-3
plan what you will serve with the Stouffer's Lobster Newburg
food to complete a balanced Weight Watchers Sole In Lemon
meal. Plan to cut down on waste Sauce
by buying something that most
people like and can eat. If you Chicken
pack a lunch
for work, buy Green Giant Stir Fry Chicken
foods that With Garden Vegetables
you can cook Green Giant Stir Fry Sweet and

advance Sour Chicken
and dividein Light and Elegant Glazed
portions for a Chicken
supper meal Stouffer's Lean Cuisine Glazed
at home and Chicken
lunch at work
from the lef- Falls Beef
t overs.

Plan to keep raw, cut up fruit. Armour Dinner Classics Sirloin
vegetables or melon on hand in Tips
your refrigerator so you will Green Giant Stir Fry Beef
always be prepared to serve a Teriyaki
variety of foods and add color to Green Giant Stir Fry Szechuan
your summer meals. Beef
Consumers now have several Stouffer's Beef Teriyaki

tasty choices of low-calorie Swanson Le Menu Beef Sirloin
frozen dinners in grocery stores Tips
today. These are some of the
favorite frozen dinners picked by Almost every week something
the experts of Glamour different and tasty appears in the
Magazine. All of these frozen
dinners have less than 400 Please see page B12
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